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AJPLICA?IOH OF THE aOSSBAUER SPECTOSCOP/ TO THE IKVBSTIGATIOHS OP THE PROTOK IRRAPIATIOB ЕУ-

PECTS IS SETEHAX 1ЯОН COMPOUUDS

1. Irtroductioa

Recent progress in the radiation damage studios requires new effective research sethods. The

Mosabater effect was found to be a partlculary nensitive tool ia fio studies of irradiation

effects. Such effects ware intensely studied in two types of eiperiseceb. One type le that

where the radiation damage occurs in an excitation process (.such ae Coulomb excitation), and

in зове nuclear reactions, /e.g. (d,p), (n, }•)/• The second type are impurity studies, «more

the Mosabauer radioactive isotope is introduced into the crystal lattice investigated. In

both these cases every emitted Hoesbauer gamma-ray haa i t s origin in a radiation deaags

event. Such experiments are reviewed for ехашт>1е in / 1 , 2/. is other typo of experiment a 0

Euch less developed, are studies of stabile changes caused by fast particles in materials

which in ИозвЪаиег measurements are the abuorbera /3 , 4/ « ¥he tfossbauer parameters relevant

to such studies are the isotner shift, which gives infoircation concerning the resulting ehes-

ical charge states of the Hb'aebauer isotope, the quadrupolt and magnetic hyperflne splitting

(determining the electric field gradient and Internal magnetic field acting on the Kosobsuer

atom), acd the magnitude of the Mossbauer absorption, which can be affected by the presence

of the vacancies and intersti t ials in the neighbourhood of the ЫоззЬаиег atom in the lat t ice.

The set of these parameters permits to interpx-ete the changes and to identify the chemical

compounds appearing in the irradiated materials.

This paper reports the results of the study of the influence of the proton irradiation on

the Mossbauer effect in three iron compounds: ferrous sulfate FeSÔ  . 7 HjO and potassium fer—

ro- and ferricyanides K4 [Pe(CB)g] . 3 HjO and Kj [Pe(C5)g] . The effecto observed were in-

terpreted in terms of the "Bulke" model.

2. Application of the "spike" model to the interpretation of the dependence of the

KBssbauer effect on the effects of irradiation

To explain the phenomena occurring daring irradiation of crystals and their inflaence on the

ИозвЪаиег effect, it is neceesary to consider the mechanism of dissipation of the charged

particles energy, in our case that of fast protons. The effects causing the most serious

changes affecting directly the Mossbauer parameters will be discussed in terms of the "spi-

ke" model /51 -

Let us consider the proton energy dissipation processes. The slowing down of high energy

protons is mainly dae to the Cculoab ezcltatioE of electrons beaded to the latt ice aicaaa

and to ionization. At lower energies the elastic collision processes leading to listtifce atoss

displacements become dominant» In a collision process the particle with an energy of ввчгагяЛ

MeV may tr.T-pfer to the lattice atom an energy of several eV to several bunderdo ke¥» Con-

sidering that the binding energies of atoms la the crystal lattice are generally at the or-

der of 10 eVt the atom could oe ejected with comparatively high energy from I t s lattice

position. For the high proton energy transfer to the priieaty knock-on atoa, the ctoa may ba

ioniaed and will dissipate i t s energy initial*,; -.i the Interactions with electrons, and then

in elastic collisions with other latt ice atoas. The collision process with energy transfer

smaller than the atom binding energy lead to an increase of the amplitude of atom vibrations

and can be treated as a sudden delivery of heat to the restricted volume of the latt ice. As

a consequence a local increase of temperature occurs, and the so called "thermal spike0 ap»

peara. It should be noticed that equilibrium does not exist within the volume of the "spike"

thus the concept of temperature for this region is not s t r ic t . Eaeh primary displaced atcra

may eject secondary atoas from latt ice positions and each of them ie losing energy via

elastic collisions with other atcma of the lat t ice. As a result of such interactions a lar-

ge number of spherical "thermal spikes" is formed along the path of the moving atom. At the
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c-ni of tho atom path the opherlcal "thermal spikes'1 bep;in to overlap and a large cylindrical

"thermal cpiko" appears.

The electron excitation energy can be also transferred to the lat+ice in electron-phsnon in-

teractions, and hence may be treated ав a heat transfer contributing tc the "thermal spike"

format i cm,

IB the case when the free path for dieplaceaent collisions is smaller than the interatomic

distance a large nuaber of neighbouring vacancies is created along the path of the priisary

atoa in в тегу short tisae. Ла a reeult a shell of Interstitial atoms shich snrrcoad a core

of vacancies appears, and the eo called "dieplaceaent spike" is created. The configuration

of tae "displaceaent oplkeB i s not stable and some kind of collapse and the eccospanying in-

crease of temporature Euet be anticipated.

In the свае of formation both of "thercal" and "dleplaeeaent spikee" a considerable increase

of temperature In a very restricted volume of the lattice occurs. Рог example. If the energy

of 10 keV is Bhared via sultlple elaetlc collisions •sith 10 atoms the local temperature

might bo increased to about 10 K/6/, Such a "epi&e" relaxes in a short tloe and the material

recryatollizee.

The eenseqaenceo of foraatlon of the "spites" etrongly depend on the type of material irrad-

iated. In aetala the changes are relatively snail. "Spike" regions are comparatively large,

and the teaporature la rather IOB owing te high fcermal conductivity. The life of the "spike"

is short, of the order of 10 e, after which the region reerystalliEes and most of the de-

fecta anneal. More serious changes occur ia dielectric cheaieal efflnpounde. In this case the

"spike® regions are relatively aaall acd of nigh temperature oising to the low thermal con-

ductivity; the life of the "spikes" ie nmeh 1c=s«»r than in metals. The temperature within the

"spike" region can exceed the point of theiEal decomposition cf the material irradiated, and

hence other chemical ceapaunda can be formed* Such changes in the material are at able c

The formation of other compounds will Ъв observed in the Moeabsuez spectra in the fora of l i -

nes characteristic of the given compounds. Ртса the parameters of those lines the compounds

formed сам be identified.

It should be noticed that the rapid decomposition of the compound ia the "spite" regions may

differ frcs the normal iliormal decosnpositiom process in that material.

The processes detssribed as BdiGplacement вр1Кево asay lead to a high density of interst i t ial

at cms in irell defined positions. The electric field gradient acting on those atoms msy be dif-

ferent than that acting on the etcsm localised la noraal lattice positions. A.B a result, l.\

the Sossbsuer spectra the value of quadrupole splitting may change.

For iron compounds the final etnge of the decomposition process «i l l be in cost cases metal-

lic iron or iron oxide, which at roes tesperature have ferromagnetic properties, so in the

Hoesbauer spectra oix lines of magnetic hyperfiae splitting (hfe) characteristic of these aa-

teriale should apoear. Coaoldering that the typical diaensiona of "spike" regione vary from

several to several teethe of nanometers, which are typical values for ultrafine superparama-

gnotis particles /7/, one can anticipate that magnetic aatarials formed in the nay described

above may sot show a ferromagnetic behaviour but в superparamagnetic one. In this case in

place of six lines of tho magnetic hyperfine structure the single line or quadrupole sp l i t t-

ing doublet with unchanged i,B0mer Bhift as compared with the magnetic pattern will appear in

tho М&зяЪаиег opectra.

Th» """faatioa of tiie Gup^rparanegaetic phase should etrongly depend on the inradiation con-

Q-. _d« Ию proton Ьвшв currant should be so 1«№ tnat the espikeB regione do not ovarian,

and high enough for prodnctioa of sufficient density of "spifce" regions to reveal aeasurable

supcrparamagnetic linos in the spectre. At high Ьеав currents the espikoB regione raill be

overlap end the farroaagnetie phase will derainate.

In most cases the protea penetration through the crystal will produce a large nuaber of de-
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fecte. As . re&ult the Debye-Waller factor will be reduced due to the higher vibratlonai

amplitude of tne Hoaeb&uer atainB as these are in the neighbourhood of lat t ice defects.

ID order to etudy the irradiation effects by шеада of the Hoaabauir effect i t Is convenient

to choose a nonnagnetic iron capound with a large Debye-Saller factor, fi.9 ИооаЬпиег spec-

trum of such a compound should consist of a large narrow single line or a sel l resolved

quadrupole splitting doublet. Such a shape of the epectruis allows to detect even eaall chaa-

ge» due to irradiation.

The compounds PeSO. . 7 H20, K4[Pe(CH)g3 . 3 HjO and ^[FeCCIDg] chosen for our study, fulfill

all the above mentioned conditions.

3. Experimental

Somple3 containing 15 Bg/cm2 Pe were prepared bv preening tho polycryetalline peeder ef fer-

rous aulfate and potasaium ferro- and ferrieyaaidea. The eessplee тете Irradiated with protons

in the Waraaw Van de Graaf accelerator. For ferroue eulfate the proton energiea « r e : 0,9,

1.25, 1.40, 1.50, and 1.90 MeV, the beam current varied frca 0.05 to 0.6 pk? and the ttae of

irradiation varied fron 10 to 60 ainntes, Por each energy of protons the irradiation вао car-

ried out for several values of the beam current and for several irradiation tinea.

The samples of potassium fero- and ferrlcyanidas sere Irradiated with protons oS the ы е г ^

of 1.50 MBY with beam current varying from 0.05 to 3*5 uA, and irradlatics: tiaee varying fi-oss

5 to 30 minutes.

The arrangement used in the iiradiationu conalted of a proton bean colllBator and the seaple

holder of relatively large наев ensuriag the cooling of the sample. In the J.Bt'jat experiments

a holder provided with crater cooling was used. The irradiations вехе perforsed at roea tem-

perature and the beam current uas measured uoing a nlcroaasmeter.

After irratiat lon aach sample was placed яа a stationary abpjrber at room taaperature in the

Bossbauer spectrometer. The automatic v-conatant Carl-Zeipj-Jena apectreaaeter (Model 1S-105)

oae used, the 14.4 keV gamma-raya froiE Pe wore detected by Beans of Hal(fl) aclnuillation

counter mounted on a photojmltlplier. The source, Co la plat3ja»m foil of 10 шС1 sctivlty,

was driven by an eleetrorauchanical double loudspeaker device.

The parameters of the ИоваЬапот spectra such as line positicms, Intensity, linenddthB and

the nonresonant background level were calculated by the least-squares method, fitting the

Iorentzian shapes to the experimental data obtained /8/. 'ГЬе calculations ивгэ perfonaed

asing the GIBR ccraputer»

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Chemical decomposition processes due to irradiation

High temperature occuring in the "thenaal opite" ragloafl, formed ia the way described in

Section 2, produces thermal decomposition of the coapeuadB investigated, She effectD observ-

ed are strongly d3pendent on the irradiation conditions, especially on the proton Ъвша car-

rent.

The MoBsbsuer spectra observed for ferrous sulfate seem to be independent of the proton

energy in the energy range froe 0.9 to 1.8 HeV. Figures 1 sad 2 show tha МовзЪшег opeotre

obtained for FeS04 , 7 HgO irradiated Tilth protone of energy 1.5 and 1.25 ИвТГ. The spectrou

of the noalrradiated coapound (figure la) cuuelerts of two well separated narrow Паев of higb

iatenalt;/ with the quadrupole splitting ДВ. с 3.26 шт/s, and ieoaer shift 6 * 0о9б шщ/в

relative to platinum, what is in good agreement with the data reported ia /9, 10/. Elth in-

creasing beam current one obtains the successive spectra shotss ia figures lo to Id and In

figure 2. At low beam currents the dehydration processes are of primary importance. Th© ob*

served changes of the quadrupole splitting Talue from ДБ„ в 3.S6 пга/ts to 2*64 шщ/а (figures

lb and lc) and to 2.92 шв/s indicate that during irradiation dehydration of PeSO. . 7 Н„0 to

FeSO4 . 1 H20 and subsequently to FeSC4 takes place /11, 12/.
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The rsak 11яе observedй +O.3O впв/в for heavier irradiated oaaples (figurea lc, 2b and 2c)

car. i s ascribed to the thermal decoiapositicm ргосевв. Its position corriaponda го that of one

li.Ec of the quadrupole splitting doublet of PeSj /13» 15/. This indicates that during irrad-

iation FeS-, io fonaed. The second line of that doublet at -0.33 па/а ia not separated from

the lino corroopindlng to ferrous milfato and itB ргаоеьсе explains the oboerved авушшчггу

of the ouadrupole splitting iineo of ferrous eulfate.

For Ьеея currents exceeding 0,20 fiA in the Moaebauer spectre of irradiated ferrous salfate

alx lines of Bugnetic hfo appear (figure 2). Their intensity Increases with increasing Ъеехп

current end tiae of irradiation. The iaomer shift avlue ( Ь => +0.10 nm/o) (relative to Ft)

sad rsajpietie +HB correspond exactly to those of ¥e^fi- /14/. This ie a clear evidence of the

fact that heavy protoa irradiation reealto la the аесошровД-Чоп of PeSO4 . 7 HgO to FegO,.

The thonsal decomposition of ferrcua oulfate тав studied by 7ertee et al . /11, 12/, In the

corsial heating experiment tho following chemical corapounde are forsed ao successive flteges of

decoapoaitioa; FOgOCSO.̂ , FegCSO Ĵj and ^OgQj. The llaee corresponding to each compound we-

re detected In the Hossfcaaoi- spectra. ID our Investigation the lines of Ре2О(ЗО^)г and

Fe_(SO,), неге not observed. On the other hand tUe foroation of PeS, <sas detected what вав

not obeersred during the heatissg esparimente. Probably the deeospoeitioa of ferroae sulfate

in the "theraal spike" reglous occora rapidly at isuch higher te3aperatureet and hence the way

of decespooition иву Bubatsntlaily differ from the normal course, and therefore the compounds

eorreepon&lfig: to aoae stagee of decoapoBitioxi are not observed.

She eheaical deooaipOEiition of potaaaitm ferro- and ferricyanideq proceeds in a very

nay» Ihe Soaabauer pa.TtiiB&tera of the nonirradiated Kj[?e(CB)g] aaaple: isoser shift о = -0.45

ва/э and quadrupole eplittlag ДБ„ » 0,2B вш/s (figura 3a) end of the E^OeCClOg] , Э HjO

easple: ±ватвт shift О a -0.38 ша/s reletiva to Ft (figure 5a) axe iE gcod agrsaaent eith

tbooe reported in /15/ and /16/. For low beam ens-rents the changes 1л the Hossbauer spectra

obaerred are elmiler for both coapounde and ai-e discnsand in Section 4.3.

For proton Ьеви current exceeding 0,6 jiA the quadrnpole lonblet corresponding to К,[?е(СК)Л

dlGappeara and in ito piece appears в eingle line eorraf ponding to K, [Pe(CH)g] (figure 3).

Purther deeoapositiOB of both compounds leada to the foiaation of Fe-jC and metallic iron, ihe

characteristic сошр1еэЕ spectra oousieting of two aeta of B±T. l.tneo of Eagnetic hfa correspond-

iag to Pe3C /17/ and metallic iron /13/ are observed for ^[PetCHJg] ( fig. 3d)and K4[?e(CB)g]

(figure 4)» Та аоие caeee these sets are observed exclusively (figures 3c, 4a, 4b and 4c).

The intensity of sagnetic li.neo in the spectra increases sith increasing Ъеаи current,

?or a l l cofflpouods investigated heavy irradiation leads to thE forraation of compounds shich

reveal ferroaiagnetlc properties at roesa temperature,

4«2« The MSssbtiuer obaerv-atioa of interst i t ia l Pe lonfl in irradiated ferrous sulfate

In some spectra obtained for ferrous sulfate irradiated with a proton besn current exceeding

0.1 ]xL the quadrupole splitt ing doublet withABg = 2,32 ши/е was obeei-ved simultaneoualy Tiith

the quadrupsie splitting doublet ДЕ„ = 2.92 пан/а (figure Id). This valu^ of <padrupole split-

ting was not found ID the course of Investigation of thermal dehydration of FeSC, • 7 H^0E

moreover, I t does not correspond to any of the kaosm chemical сошроинде which could possibly

be formed during irradiation. Probably during rapid recrygtsllization of the "diplacement

spike" regions some of the Рй2 + lone are located i r interst i t ial positions. The linewidth of

the lines of 2,32 шш/в donfclat remains unchanged as compared with lines characteristic of

nonirradisted sample. This indicates that those lone are located in one type of inters t i t ia l

positions onSy. The intensity of the 2.32 шщ/в doublet lines ie about 1/3 to 1/4 of the in-

tensity of the lines with 2.92 шю/о splitting, isnat suggeste that about 25 to 30 % of Pe2 +

ions are looataa In the Inters t i t ia l positions. The isomer shift of the 2.32 пт/э doublet i s

the same as for a l l doublets corresponding to differert stages of hydration of ferrous sulf-

ate and is 0.96 шш/s relative to Pt. This indicates that the electron eoniiguration of Pe

ions in the interst i t ia l position is identical with that for Pe2 + ions in PeSO4.
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4.3. Formation of the superparamagnetic atate of metallic iron

Let us considei the dependence of the Moesbauer ebsorption of the central line (IS о -0.38

шт/в) on the proton beam current for K4[Pe(CH) l̂ irradiated samples (figure 5).

For low beam currents, up to 0.35 uA, the Mossbauer absorption of the line considered de-

creases with the increasing beam current. In this beam current range the spectra conoiet of

the singl; line only (figure 5). The decrease of the Hoosbauor absorption observed can bo due

to the formation of the lattice defects. The higher ri.tratianal amplitudes of Hosabeuer atoms,

as these are in the neighbourhood of thi lattice defecte, lead to the reduction of the Debya-

-Waller factor and hence to the decrease of the Hosabauer absorption observed. Such аи effect

was discussed in /19/»

In the range of the beam current of about 0.5 uA the intensity of the line at -0.38 ша/а con-

siderably increases, fhe Siossbauer abeorption obaers-ed for КДРе(СЯ)г] sasplea irradiated

wi*h a beam current of 0.55 uA exceeds the Mossbauer absorption observed for the noiilrradist-

sd sample by отвг 20 % (figure 5e), To exclude the possibility of the Hossbouer absorption

changing due to different sample tSiickneeSt the test measurement was performed for tha irrad-

iated sample sto-sing аи increase of absorption. The Hosabeuur effect was measured for the ir-

radiated and ncnirraidated part of the same sample (figure S). As can be aeea the йоааЪаиег

absorption of the noairradiated part is considerably smaller than tixat for tha irradiated parr

of the sample and is identical to that normally obtained for K4[Pe(CH)gl .

Aa it was shown IK Section 4.1, Кд[Ре(СК)^ decomposes during irradiation to metallic

iroa. The isoaer shift of metallic iron is very elmilar to that observed for K [̂Fe(CH)g] .

Time when the effective magnetic field in the poeition of the iron aacleus i s equal to sero,

the single line resulting from the collapsed hyperfine spectrum overlaps the line for

K [̂Pe(CH)g] . Such a situation raay appear for ultrafine particles in. the euperparemagnefcic

state /7, 20, 21, 22/, Шел the f ei .-oaagnetic or aatif srramrgnetic particles era very small

( — 100 a) , the magnetization vector can fluctuate at certain tempereturea due to fienaal a&it-

ation, and the relaxation time i s :

where fQ = 103 s , V is the voluae of the ult.rafine particle, К is the anieotropy constant,

T is the temperature and к ia the Boltzaienn conBtant. The behaviour of these particles ie

then paranagnexic although they have a large magnetic moment. The transition from the ferro-

magnetic ia the superporaraagnetie phase can oe due either to the decrease of particle aize

or the increase of temperature. If the particles агг йо email that the apin relaxation t i -

me ie smaller than the nuclear Larmor precession time, the particles are miperparanagnatlc

and the spectrura ecsisists of a Bingle Has or a quadrupole splittieg doublet only. If the

opposite is true, tae sis 11 паз of magnetic hfs appear In the apeetMns. At a fixed teap«i?-

ature the shspe of the Mossbatter spectrum of ultrafiae particles depends on the particle

size only.

Tha Bsty.e-Ualler factor of metallic iron is nearly twice larger than that for Кд[Рв(СВ)й] „

/23/. la the case of ultrafine particles She Debye-Waller fafetor сва Ъа reduced aging to -the

large contribution of surface atoms /24, 25/. On the other hand, i t ean be increased f/oa?

small particles d".i to the low energy eufc-off of the pheaoa speetraa, as i t was discussed

in /26/.

Taking al l thi3 into access* and considering the "Uscussion presented in section 2, the in-

crease of the Mosobauer absorption observed for the E(,[Fe(CS)gl eaaples irradiated with a

Ьешп cun-ent of about 0.5 uA can be atti-ibuted to the foi-mation of metallic iroa in tho

"spike" regions iu tue fora of ultrafine particles in the auperparamagnetic state,.

i s i t was discussed in Section 2, for higher bean currents the foraatioa of BBtallic iron

in magnetic state is privileged. Tola explains the shape of the apeetra obtained for tbe

saaples irradiated sith bean currents exceeding 0.7 pAt As can ba aeen is figure 4-, tbs in-
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tensity of magnetic: lines in the spectra increases and the intensity of the central line at
-0,38 aa/o decreaaos with increaaiag beam current.

It ehould be aoticud that the else of aetall ic iron particlea formed depends mainly on the
proton Ьеаш eurren» and not cm the proton dose. The samples oj" K,[?e(CB)gj irradiated with
a Biailar proton dose but with different beam currents show a different ratio of the Hose-
bauer absorption of the central line to the lines of eagsetlc feyparfise opiitiisg (figure 7) o

In the osnple irradiated with a beam current of 0.6 ^IA, metallic iron is formed in the fora
of finely divided particles of each a smell oiae that the superparaaagaetic fraction dQBin-
at.OB, and in the spectrum as intense line eppeare at -0.3S шщ/е, and the magnetic hfs lines
are of шаа11 intejsoity. The apectrus) obtained for tha sample heavily irradiated with a
3.5 pA beam current shows the six lines of high intensity of the magnetic hfe corresponding
to metallic iron, end the oingle line of low intensity (figure 7b». In that sasaple iron is
formed in much larger part ic les, so the magnetic fraction doiaiaantea strongly отег the su-
perparenagnetlo one.

A. aiiailar inoreeae of the Hosabatter absorption due to the formation of eaperparamagnetic
iron can be observed for 5L,f?e(CH3,] samples too (figures 3c end 3d), bat in this ease i t ia
less dlGtisct, as the total intenaity of the central line consists of the contributions of
the £ioscbauer absorption of K^[Pe(C!I)gl , cae line of magnetic h/e of Pe.jC, and the possible
GnperoarcBQgnotio state of metallic i.-ов.

She reenlte and their lntarpretetion given above fa^ly enpport the model described in Sf .-•
ioa 2. I t i s ahona that the "opike" model of interaction of the fast particlet suxh the
crystal l a i t i ee ia convenieat for interpreting the influence of irradiation effects oa the
МооэЪоаог effect.
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Pig.2. llanoDauer spectra of PeSO,. 7 нгоirradiated ?ri.th г 'Otoaa of energy 1.25 He7:

a) beam current 0.25 jlk, irradiatioa time 15 mia

b) beam currant 0.40 fiA, irradiation time П min

e) beea current 0 . 9 0 ^ , irradiation time 5 lain

i) beem current 0.20/U, irradiation time 60 min

Flg. l . Koeebauer spectra of FeSO.. 7 EL,0

irradiated eith protona of епегщг 1.5 HeVi

a) noairradlated ваир1в

b) beam current 0.05 /IA, Irradiation tine 30 min,

c) beam current 0.X0 îtA, irradiation tiae 30 sla

d) beam current 0.15 /tA, irradiation tiaa 30 sin
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Plg.3. KBoobauor spootra of K,[PotCB)g]:

a)nonlrradlated sample

Vlucd o) samples irradiated for 30 K-lnutee

been ourrent of 0.05 and 0.60 ;iA, ruapeotlvaly,

d) Donple irradiated for 5 slnutee with bean

current of 3 -5 ДЛ
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Fig.4. HSDSbeuer spectra of E
4
 [?e CB

 6
] . 3 HgO

iii-ddiHieu with protons o£ eneTgy i.5 HeV for

30 min:

aibeam current 0.75 pA ,

Ъ)Ъеап ourrent 0.B5 ̂ iA.

o)benn currant 1.20 pA,

d> be&a curroi;t 0.80 ,oA
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Plg.5. ИоовЬнивг apoctro of K.£?e(C5)g]. 3 HgO

a) nonlrradlated cample
b), c) , d) and e) aanplee Irradiated with protonu

of energy 1.5 MoV for 30 mlimtea with beam curreDtB
of 0.05i 0.15, 0.30 and 0.55 uA, respectively
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Pig,6. KSeebauer spectra of К
sample Irradiated with protons f energy 1.5 HeV
with.the beam curreni, of 0.55 ^b fur 30 ais i tcs :

a) irradiated part of the sample,
b) nonlrradiuted part of the ваше aaaple

-31 -i.s a if

VELOCITY
is is

Flg.7. ЫоааЬэаег opectre of K.£Pe(CH)g) . 3 HgO

•tiith a similar dose of protons of energy 1,5 HaYs

a) bean current 0.60 fit, irradiation time 30 din

b) beam current 3.50^UA, irradiation tins 5 Ein
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